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There is a great buzz of excitement throughout the halls of Kajan, the School of Life, as the High Council has announced 
a Trial of Nature’s Grace! When a group of apprentices show sufficient promise, a trial is called. Each student is given an 
amulet, allowed the same three spells, and starts their travels with an identical group of creatures who aid them with 

magical energy and fantastic abilities.

Over a period of three days the apprentices will race their familiars through the elemental realms, go on expeditions to 
magical places, cast powerful spells, and work with the Legendary Creatures of Xyleria to earn renown. The apprentice 
most renowned for their deeds during the trial, in the eyes of their teachers and more importantly the legendary creatures,  

will be promoted to the rank of Druid and graduate from Kajan as a Guardian of the Realm!

· THE TRIAL OF NATURE’S GRACE ·

World View Board x1

Expedition Board x1

Vast Expanse Board x1 Landmarks x12 Spells x12Gifts x4

Day Mark
Token x1

Magic Tokens x10

Expedition
Token x8

Shield
Token x4

Renown Tokens x69

Amulets x4

Players Boards x4
1 per Player

Familiars x16
4 per Player

Creature Cards x48
12 per Player

Wild Creature 
Cards x36

Reference
Card x4

Orb Tokens x48

Player Tokens x4
1 per Player

Realm Boards x4
1 per Element
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The world of Legendary Creatures is created from multiple game boards set up in a column. Players have their own player 
boards to manage their resources, spells, and amulets, but play occurs in the various realms of the world.  Let’s set these up first!

Start by placing the World View Board (the one 
that has the Legendary Creatures logo on the 
front) at the top of the play area.  

Place the Day Mark Token on the morning turn 
space of the Day Track.

Next place the four elemental Realm Boards 
(Sulfuria, Terr Andel, Mystral, Serenvana) 
in any order below the Expedition Board.

Place the corresponding gift for each realm 
on the edge of the boards.

Place the Renown Tokens, 20 Resource 
Tokens, Shield Tokens, and Expedition 
Tokens next to the Realm Boards in reach of 
all players.

Finally place the Vast Expanse below the 
bottom Realm Board to complete the world. 
You’ll now add creatures.

Have a player separate the Wild Creatures 
(creatures without Player Banners) by type 
and place them in 9 facedown stacks       .  

Then have a different player create 3 piles of 
3 creatures types (facedown) while the first 
player looks away. Without shuffling the 
piles flip up the top creature type in each 
pile and place the 3 stacks onto the Vast 
Expanse Board      . 

The faceup creatures are those available to be 
befriended by players during the current day.

No Banners are placed on the Play Initiative 
track at this time.

Place the Expedition Board below the World 
View Board.

Shuffle the landmarks and randomly place 
two facedown on the right-most reward 
spot (The Magical Eggs).  Then place two 
landmarks facedown on each reward to the 
left of that one until all four are covered or 
the number of piles matches the number of 
players.  This may result in one or two spaces 
not being covered with any landmarks.  
Return any unused landmarks to the box.  

Now reveal the top landmark on each pile.

The objective of Legendary Creatures is to win the trial and advance to the rank of druid.

Players do this with the aid of legendary creatures who assist them in their quest for Renown, 
whatever form it may take. An apprentice’s final rank in each elemental realm, Renown earned 
through great feats, and expeditions to distant landmarks determines who becomes the next Druid!

OBJECTIVE

WORLD SETUP

WORLD VIEW BOARD

EXPEDITION BOARD

REALM BOARDS & RESOURCE TOKENS
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This setup is followed so no one knows which order 
the Wild Creatures will appear in the Vast Expanse.

Want a shorter game?
See the “Faster Play” setup on page 15.
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Any extra landmarks 
are returned to the box.

Wild Creatures
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PLAYER SETUP

Each Player receives the same starting components. Players select desired Banners / colors or deal them randomly.

Each Player takes a Player Board and its corresponding Banner 
Token.

Each player takes an Orb Token of each elemental type (x4) and 
a Magic Token (x1) placing them all on their Player Board in the 
resource space numbered “1”.     During the course of the game, 
players gain and spend Magic and orbs frequently and those 
transactions are tracked on the numbered spaces of the Player 
Boards. 

If at anytime a player has more than 19 of a resource, take a 20 token 
of that type and place it in the on top of the resource to which it 
applies. 

The cave section of the Player Board, between the number track and 
spell spaces, is used to store Renown Tokens and Expedition Tokens        .

Each player starts the game with 5 x1 Renown tokens       . Players will 
spend and acquire Renown Tokens during the course of the game.  
Renown Tokens are kept facedown until revealed at the end of the 
game.

Each player takes the set of three spells with their corresponding 
Banner and places them faceup on the top edge of their Player 
Board.

• 4 Players: Randomly deal an amulet to each player.
• 3 Players: Remove the Amulet of the Stars and randomly deal 

an amulet to each player.
• 2 Players: Randomly deal two amulets to each player.

Each player takes their corresponding deck of 
12 starting creatures.  

• Players shuffle their Creature Deck and 
set it facedown to the left of their Player 
Board. Players should create space for their 
Creature Party        , Expedition Party       , and 
Discard Pile       .

Each player takes their 4 corresponding familiars and places one on 
the portal (nameplate)        to each Realm Board just to the left of the 
numbered path.

PLAYER BOARD, RESOURCES, AND RENOWN SPELLS
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